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CHANGE %CHG 52 WK-HIGH 52 WK-LOW YTD

-450.02 -1.30% 36952.65 29856.30 -5.70%

-84.97 -1.90% 4818.62 3694.12 -7.73%

-385.10 -2.72% 16212.23 12397.05 -11.99%

-436.79 -2.07% 21796.16 17297.75 -2.83%

-54.03 -1.41% 3872.11 3075.34 -0.96%

-90.88 -1.20% 7619.01 6397.24 1.48%

-308.45 -1.94% 16290.19 13310.95 -1.77%

-125.57 -1.75% 7384.86 5379.22 -1.18%

-250.67 -0.90% 30795.78 26954.81 -4.41%

13.20 0.05% 31183.36 22665.25 6.70%

-32.50 -0.91% 3731.69 3312.72 -3.22%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$27.71 $0.53 1.95%

$31.55 $0.37 1.19%

$58.95 $0.62 1.06%

$32.32 $0.32 1.00%

$2,062.57 $19.98 0.98%

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$1,110.40 -$171.79 -13.40%

$6.77 -$1.01 -12.98%

$19.42 -$1.87 -8.78%

$1.55 -$0.14 -8.28%

$5.18 -$0.44 -7.83%

S&P/TSX INDUSTRY LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
ENERGY 183.36 -6.54 -3.44% 11.95%

MATERIALS 321.41 -8.31 -2.52% -2.10%

UTILITIES 329.14 0.08 0.02% -4.14%

FINANCIALS 411.22 -4.90 -1.18% 2.01%

INDUSTRIALS 367.17 -4.17 -1.12% -3.61%

HEALTH CARE 40.72 -0.70 -1.69% -11.40%

CONS. DISCRETION. 257.82 -3.58 -1.37% -5.81%

CONS. STAPLES 707.74 -10.33 -1.44% -7.25%

INFO TECH. 175.81 -6.09 -3.35% -17.17%

COMMUNICATION SVS 194.30 -1.12 -0.57% -0.43%

REAL ESTATE 367.73 -6.98 -1.86% -7.46%

GOVERNMENT BONDS 2YR 5YR 10YR 30YR
CANADA (YLD%) 1.25% 1.64% 1.78% 1.99%

U.S. (YLD%) 1.01% 1.56% 1.76% 2.08%

COMMODITIES/ FX LAST CHANGE %CHG YTD
CRUDE OIL WTI $84.87 -$0.68 -0.79% 12.84%

NATURAL GAS $3.95 $0.14 3.79% 5.79%

GOLD $1,828.90 -$13.60 -0.74% 0.07%

COPPER $4.52 -$0.06 -1.33% 1.54%

CAD / USD $0.7948 -$0.0048 -0.60% 0.44%

CAD / EUR €0.7005 -€0.0062 -0.88% 0.68%

USD / EUR €0.8813 -€0.0026 -0.29% 0.22%

USD / JPY ¥113.63 -¥0.46 -0.40% -1.26%

CAC40 7,068.59                                
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Market Review

Markets Hit by Tech
Markets were weak for most of the day, after a weak forecast from
Netflix sent its shares along with other streaming companies spiraling
lower. Netflix is the first major tech stock to report earnings this
season, with Apple and Tesla slated to post earnings next week. The
major losses in growth names have pushed the Nasdaq Composite further
in correction territory as rising rates pressure technology stocks by
making their lofty valuations look less attractive. The U.S. 10-year
Treasury hit as high as 1.9% on Wednesday as investors focused on the
Federal Reserve’s timeline for raising interest rates and broadly
tightening monetary policy. However, bond yields retreated on Friday.

In economic news, Canadian retail sales rose 0.7% to C$58.08 billion in
November, on higher sales at gasoline stations, and building materials
and gardening equipment and supplies dealers. December's sales most
likely fell 2.1% it added in a flash estimate. Sales increased in six of 11
subsectors, representing 63.8% of retail trade. In volume terms, retail
sales edged up 0.2%. A gauge of future U.S. economic activity increased
solidly in December, suggesting the expansion would continue despite
challenges from the COVID-19 pandemic and anticipated interest rate
increases from the Federal Reserve to tame high inflation. The
Conference Board said on Friday its Leading Economic Index rose 0.8%
last month after advancing 0.7% in November. Last month's increase was
in line with economists' expectations.

In corporate news, Netflix executives sought to reassure investors that
its long-term prospects for streaming media remain bright, with its
popular series “Bridgerton” returning for a second season and a science-
fiction film starring Ryan Reynolds coming soon. Shares plunged after
missing market forecast for new subscribers at the end of last year and a
downbeat outlook for early 2022. Wall Street analysts and the
company's own executives struggled to explain why the world’s
dominant streaming service forecast modest growth for the first three
months of 2022. Intel said it would invest more than $20 billion in two
new chip-making plants in Ohio, as it looks to boost its production
capacity amid a global shortage of semiconductors that are used in
everything from smartphones to cars. The move is part of Chief
Executive Officer Pat Gelsinger's strategy to restore Intel's dominance in
chip making and reduce America's reliance on Asian manufacturing hubs,
which have a vice-like grip on the market.


